Abstract. A number of classical results re ect the fact that if a holomorphic function maps the unit disk into itself taking the origin into the origin, and if some boundary point b maps to the boundary, then the map is a magni cation at b. We prove a sharp quantitative version of this result which also sharpens a classical result of Loewner, and which implies that the map is a strict magni cation at b unless it is a rotation.
The standard Schwarz Lemma states that an analytic function f(z) mapping the unit disk into itself, with f(0) = 0, must map each smaller disk jzj < r < 1 into itself and (as a result) satisfy jf 0 (0)j 1. Furthermore, unless f is a rotation, one has strict inequality jf 0 (0)j < 1 and f maps each disk jzj r < 1 into a strictly smaller one.
It is an elementary consequence of Schwarz' Lemma that if f extends continuously to some boundary point b with jbj = 1, and if jf(b)j = 1 and f 0 (b) exists, then jf 0 (b)j 1. David Gilbarg raised the question if one again has strict inequality unless f is a rotation. The answer is \yes" (Lemma 1 below), but it does not follow from the standard Schwarz inequality. One needs a stronger form (Lemma 2 below) where one has a quantitative bound on how much each disk jzj r < 1 is shrunk if f is not a rotation.
Lemma 1 (The boundary Schwarz Lemma). Let f(z) satisfy (a) f(z) is analytic for jzj < 1, (b) jf(z)j < 1 for jzj < 1, 
Both Lemma 1 and the statement about radial limits are immediate consequences, since in either case we may choose z n = t n b for t n real, t n ! 1, and the left-hand side of (5) 
Proof. Let g(z) = f(z) z . Then by the standard Schwarz Lemma, either f is a rotation, or else jg(z)j < 1 for jzj < 1. In the former case, jf 0 (0)j = 1 and (6) holds trivially. So we need only consider the second case, where jg(z)j < 1. Furthermore, since inequality (6) is una ected by rotations, we may assume that g(0) = f 0 (0) = a, where 0 a < 1. Then (6) is equivalent to jg(z)j jzj + a 1 + ajzj for jzj < 1, with a = g(0):
But that is an immediate consequence of the standard Schwarz-Pick version of the Schwarz Lemma, which says that g must map each disk jzj < r into the image of that disk under the linear fractional map G(z) = z + a 1 + az which is a circular disk whose diameter is the interval which proves (7), and hence (6).
Remarks 2. 1. For related sharpened forms of the interior Schwarz Lemma, see Mercer M] . 2. Inequality (7) is sharp, with equality for g(z) = G(z), z = r. Hence, inequality (6) is sharp, with equality for the function f(z) = z z + a 1 + az ; 0 a < 1; when z is on the positive real axis. The same function gives equality in (1) when b = 1. 3. When f is not a rotation, (6) is a strict improvement on the standard Schwarz Lemma, since the second factor on the right is strictly less than 1 when jf 0 (0)j < 
where F is de ned in (9) below and satis es jF 0 (0)j 1, with strict inequality unless F is a rotation and f is an automorphism of the unit disk. Proof. Let
Then F satis es the hypotheses of Lemma 1, and therefore
with equality if and only F is a rotation. But a calculation gives 
Combining (10) and (11) 
Using (15) 
